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SUMMARY

Dual airborne imaging system networks were operated using a wireless line-of-sight telemetry system developed as part of a 2002 unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) imaging mission over the USA’s largest coffee plantation on the Hawaiian island of Kauai. A primary mission objective was the evaluation of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) 802.11b wireless technology for reduction of payload telemetry costs associated with UAV remote sensing missions. Pre-deployment tests with a conventional aircraft demonstrated successful wireless broadband connectivity between a rapidly moving airborne imaging local area network (LAN) and a fixed ground station LAN. Subsequently, two separate LANs with imaging payloads, packaged in exterior-mounted pressure pods attached to the underwing of NASA’s Pathfinder-Plus UAV, were operated wirelessly by ground-based LANs over independent Ethernet bridges. Digital images were downlinked from the solar-powered aircraft at data rates of 2–6 megabits per second (Mbps) over a range of 6.5–9.5 km. An integrated wide area network enabled payload monitoring and control through the Internet from a range of ca. 4000 km during parts of the mission. The recent advent of 802.11g technology is expected to boost the system data rate by about a factor of five.

INTRODUCTION

The aeronautical capabilities of UAVs are evolving rapidly, and these platforms are beginning to offer new alternatives for users requiring high spatial resolution imagery delivered in near-real-time [1, 2]. In this context, UAVs are expected to play an expanded remote sensing role that will complement satellites and conventionally piloted aircraft [3, 4, and 5]. An ongoing practical challenge is the development of telemetry capabilities that meet user requirements and are acceptable with respect to cost, data rate, reliability, and ease of use.

This report describes the wireless operation of dual airborne LANs based on COTS hardware configured for imaging system control and data downlink. The telemetry system was built on IEEE 802.11b Cisco Aironet 340 Series Ethernet bridges originally designed for spatially fixed building-to-building linkage. While their use on moving aircraft was not an original intent, this agricultural mapping mission demonstrated their functionality on both manned and unmanned aircraft.

NETWORK DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING

Initial laboratory validation tests were performed at Ames Research Center (ARC) during the summer of 2001. An imaging system LAN was configured to include two high-performance digital cameras linked by Firewire to a rack-mounted Windows PC (dual Pentium 866 MHz, 128 MB RAM) and a Cisco Aironet BR-342 Ethernet Bridge with a 2.14 dBi gain dipole antenna. A base-station LAN included a PC (150 MHz, 128 MB RAM), photo-quality color printer, Internet link, and identical bridge and antenna (fig. 1). The cameras included a Kodak DCS Pro Plus digital camera back (single 4000 x 4000 pixel Bayer mosaic array) interfaced to a Hasselblad 555ELD camera body and lens, and a DuncanTech MS3100 (Redlake, Inc.) multispectral camera.
containing three 1200 x 1000 pixel arrays. Digital images from both cameras were transmitted through the Ethernet bridges, separated by a distance of 1.5 m, at an effective data rate (including delays imposed by framing, error checking, housekeeping, and re-transmission) of 5.5 Mbps.

Final tests were performed in August 2001 with the imaging LAN deployed on a mountain at 20 km range. The remote bridge was amplified to 1 W and the antenna elevated 3 m from ground level. The ARC base-station bridge was amplified to 100 mW, with modulation DSSS CCK @ 11 Mbps, and antenna positioned 2 m above ground level. Data rates of about 2.5 Mbps were observed, with average signal strength near 40%.

An airborne test was conducted with a conventionally piloted twin engine photo-reconnaissance aircraft in October 2001. The airborne LAN included the Kodak camera and flight computer (166 MHz, 64 MB RAM, OS/2). A 4 dB gain omnidirectional “button” antenna was mounted on the aircraft belly. The ground-based LAN used a dipole antenna (2.14 dBi gain) linked to a Windows 2000 laptop computer (466 MHz, 128 MB RAM). The ground antenna was positioned 3 km tangential to the flight lines on a ridge at 0.3 km elevation. Both bridges were amplified to 1 W (the maximum allowed under FCC regulations) using bi-directional amplifiers with automatic gain control. A ground-based operator controlled camera operation and data downlink using pcAnywhere remote desktop software (Symantec, Inc.). From a flight altitude of 3.1 km and groundspeed of 275-300 km hr\(^{-1}\), continuous broadband TCP/IP connectivity was established between the airborne and ground LANs at distances of up to 17 km. Error-free 16-MB images were transmitted with no data dropouts at data rates of 1-4 Mbps (fig. 2). The flight test validated remote command-and-control of an imaging payload and timely transmission of large quantities of image data to a ground station.

**UAV PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION**

NASA’s Pathfinder-Plus was used for the UAV coffee mission. Pathfinder-Plus is an ultra lightweight flying wing equipped with eight solar-powered electric motors (fig. 3). The aircraft is an enlarged version of the Pathfinder UAV, which in 1997 established a world altitude record (>21 km) for propeller-driven aircraft. Slow flight speeds (generally <50 km hr\(^{-1}\) groundspeed) enable the aircraft to effectively “loiter” over localized areas, making this type of airframe potentially suitable for surveillance missions requiring prolonged monitoring within a limited area. For our mission, aircraft command-and-control was accomplished from a ground station located at the U.S. Navy’s Pacific Missile Range Facility (PMRF). The payload ground control station was established at the Kauai Coffee Plantation located approximately 20 km east of PMRF.

The imaging payload for our mission consisted of two separate LANs. One LAN was built around the Kodak (K-LAN) for very high resolution imaging, while the other LAN used the DuncanTech (D-LAN) for multispectral imaging. The K-LAN incorporated a micro-EBX motherboard flight computer (700 Mhz, 128 MB RAM) with an integrated drive electronics disk interface, an IEEE 1394 (Firewire) high-speed serial camera interface, and a Windows 2000 operating system. The radio transmission power on this unit was amplified 1 W.

The D-LAN hardware architecture employed COTS components including a commercially available single-board 200 MHz Pentium-class data acquisition computer with on-board SCSI disk controller, and serial devices mated to a PCIMG™ passive backplane. Additional peripheral component interconnect slots expanded the serial communications capacity, provided a dual networking option, and interfaced to a frame-grabber (Imaging Technology PCDig) operating under a custom-developed device driver. A Cisco BR-342 Ethernet bridge was
stripped down to board level components and mounted in the D-LAN assembly. The D-LAN data acquisition system employed a customized RedHat Linux operating system. As with the K-LAN, radio transmission power was amplified to 1 W.

Each network included sensor subsystems and a data logger designed to provide metadata for monitoring system health and for use in image geo-rectification post-processing. These subsystems included GPS engines, gyroscopes, accelerometers, magnetic flux gates, temperature and pressure sensors.

The two LANs were configured for remote operation within the UAV’s defined weight, volume, and power specifications (Table 1), and housed in lightweight exterior-mounted pressure pods designed to maintain acceptable temperature, humidity, and pressure conditions (fig. 4). The pods, which were extensively tested in environmental chambers, were designed to shield the LAN hardware from the harsh ambient conditions expected at planned mission altitudes exceeding 6 km (e.g., air temperature -20°C). An omnidirectional 4 dB gain “blade” antenna was mounted on the underside of each pod.

PAYLOAD COMMAND-AND-CONTROL

The payload was wirelessly controlled from a ground station established at the plantation. A wide area network was established for aircraft tracking. GPS data collected by a wireless modem receiver within the DuncanTech system were sent by PPP radio link to the aircraft control station at PMRF. These RS232 serial data were encapsulated into IP packets and transmitted over the Internet to the payload control station at the plantation. The packets were then electronically decapsulated, re-converted to serial format, and pointing instructions were sent by wire to two 21-dB gain directional tracking antennas. These antennas were mounted on a single tripod with an azimuth-elevation tracking device (fig. 5). Use of ground-based directional antennas served to maximize link strength while minimizing interference from or to other systems operating in the vicinity.

The D-LAN implemented a robust menu-driven interface for camera control, which involved the transfer of ASCII characters across a 9.6 kbaud radio modem serial link or the Ethernet bridge. The data acquisition program contained subroutines for image assembly, hard disk access, systems health monitoring, quick-look image evaluation histograms, and camera configuration. An algorithm was designed and implemented to automatically trigger image acquisition at prescribed distance intervals along flight lines.

The K-LAN used Kodak Camera Manager proprietary software for image acquisition in either manually triggered or automatically timed mode. The operator interface invoked customized C code to control the flight computer and data logger. As a contingency, the bridge was configured as an “access point” to allow K-LAN access from surface or nearby airborne nodes in the event of payload control station failure. The access point also provided the ability to link multiple ground nodes. These risk mitigation capabilities were ground-tested and used for system maintenance and diagnostic procedures, but were not required during the UAV mission.

A flight simulation was performed in the laboratory during March 2002 to monitor interference during simultaneous downlink from the K and D networks. The two pods were physically separated by a distance 5.8 m, equal to that of the UAV in-flight configuration. The 100 mW bridge output from each LAN was amplified to 1 W and broadcast through the pod antennas. To avoid cross-talk interference, the bridges were operated at opposite ends of the 802.11b frequency spectrum, with the K-LAN set to channel 1 (2.412 GHz center frequency) and
the D-LAN to channel 11 (2.462 GHz). A Grasshopper™ wireless receiver detected no radiation leakage from channel 1 to channel 11. However, the transmission profile width of the D-LAN exceeded the 802.11b specification, causing leakage from channel 11 onto channel 1. The interference resulted in marked degradation of the K-LAN effective data rate from 5.5 Mbps to 1.5 Mbps. As a result of this test, a procedural decision was made to instruct operators to avoid simultaneously downlinking on both Ethernet bridges during the mission.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The mission occurred in the National Airspace System (NAS) over the 1400 ha coffee plantation, with a goal of real-time agricultural monitoring. The 30-Sept-2002 flight was performed under the auspices of a Certificate of Authorization issued by the FAA. Takeoff and landing operations were accomplished within special-use airspace of PMRF. The UAV was equipped with a transponder and its flight into the NAS above the plantation was monitored by air traffic controllers located in Honolulu. Total flight duration was 12 hours. Time on-station above the plantation was 4 hours (11:30-15:30 Hawaiian Standard time). On-station flight altitude was 6.4 km above ground level, with groundspeed not exceeding 50 km hr⁻¹. Both cameras performed to specification throughout the mission.

Broadband wireless Ethernet connectivity using TCP/IP was established and maintained between the airborne LANs and the associated tracking antennas. Bi-directional connectivity enabled airborne imaging system control and image data downlink throughout the flight. A total of approximately 50 Kodak and 200 DuncanTech images were acquired, totaling in excess of 2 GB of data. The images were immediately archived onto the respective flight computer disk drives, where they were subsequently accessed and downlinked while the aircraft was on-station. Error-free transmission to identical ground station computers (1.7 GHz, 1 MB RAM, Windows 2000) was achieved at rates of 2-6 Mbps, and statistical mode of 4 Mbps (fig. 6). These effective data rates achieved over a range of 6.5-9.5 km were significantly lower than the link operation speed of 11 Mbps (Table 2), yet still allowed for image download within a reasonable time interval (e.g., about 8 sec for a full DuncanTech scene). Aerodynamic considerations precluded the mounting of relatively bulky directional antennas on Pathfinder-Plus. However, improved connectivity by use of such devices on larger and more robust UAV platforms would be expected to enhance effective data rates.

An Ethernet bridge to the ground-based network with encrypted communication protocols in place allowed for secure payload control over the Internet from areas far beyond the reach of the wireless network. During parts of the mission, for instance, the DuncanTech camera was controlled over the wide area network by a project scientist situated in California (a distance of approx. 4000 km). In this case, the operator was able to monitor aircraft location by real-time GPS readout, evaluate and adjust camera settings to assure optimum signal-to-noise characteristics in the image data, control power to key subsystems, initiate data acquisition, evaluate data quality, and oversee instrument health through critical temperature and pressure data.
CONCLUSIONS

The mission demonstrated the ability of a solar-powered UAV, equipped with downsized imaging systems, to monitor a localized region for an extended period and deliver timely image data. During four hours on-station, the UAV exhibited the ability to navigate pre-planned flightlines, as well as perform spontaneous maneuvers to collect imagery in cloud-free areas. Imagery in this project was ultimately used to map crop ripeness levels, weed outbreaks and irrigation/fertilization problems leading to management decisions that maximize yield and crop value [6].

Wireless 802.11b telemetry established uninterrupted connectivity between two separate imaging LANs and a local ground station. Data downlink was accomplished at data rates that enabled image viewing, enhancing, and printing within minutes of collection. Linkage with a wide area network demonstrated the potential for users to collect customized data in remote fashion, as from the comfort and convenience of their home institution. Since the UAV coffee mission, preliminary tests on our system using more recent IEEE 802.11g bridge technology have shown effective data rates near 25 Mbps, or about a 5x improvement over the 802.11b system reported here.

It is anticipated that UAVs will routinely collect imagery for users responsible for fire management, disaster relief, environmental monitoring, and homeland security [7, 8, 9, 10], in addition to commercial endeavors. The wireless system described in this paper contributes to the evolution of UAVs as near-real-time earth observation platforms. In contrast to satellite-based over-the-horizon systems, which are typically used in longer range missions, 802.11b-based connectivity can offer high bandwidth and low cost options for data delivery to the local user with a minimum of communications overhead. Further, 802.11b (or 802.11g) telemetry may support critical data sharing among airborne nodes under the evolving concept of UAV network centric deployments for scientific and military missions.
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TABLE 1. PAYLOAD VOLUME, WEIGHT, AND POWER SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAN</th>
<th>Volume (m$^3$)</th>
<th>Mass (kg)</th>
<th>Power (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DuncanTech</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodak</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2. CISCO LINK OPERATION SPEED VS. DISTANCE, 10 DB FADE MARGIN, 1 W AMPLIFICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mbps</th>
<th>Distance (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Laboratory network configuration. Imaging LAN linked to base-station LAN by wireless Ethernet. Effective data rates of 5.5 Mbps observed across wireless link.
Figure 2. Wireless data rate as a function of line-of-sight (LOS) distance between manned aircraft and receiving ground station, compiled from downlink of several 16-MB Kodak digital images, October 2001 flight test.
Figure 3. NASA’s solar-powered Pathfinder-Plus UAV with payload pods visible on underside of central wing section. Each pod is a self-contained LAN – right pod performed high resolution imaging (K-LAN), left pod performed multispectral imaging (D-LAN). At 36.3 m, the wingspan approximated that of a Boeing 737 airliner.
Figure 4. Closeup of D-LAN, with pressure pod in background. Both are shown with underside, which is downward-looking in flight, oriented toward photographer. Omnidirectional blade antenna is positioned on pod belly, just beneath NASA logo. Ruler (30 cm) and coffee cup shown for scale.
Figure 5. Directional tracking antenna assembly for payload command-and-control. Dishes are dedicated the K-LAN (right) and D-LAN (left). Ethernet bridges are located on the back side of each dish.
Figure 6. Histogram of effective data rates realized during the 30-Sept-2002 UAV flight, compiled for transmission of 194 Duncan Tech images @ 4 MB each, line-of-sight distance 6.5-9.5 km.
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